


You can live 
your life 
either by 

design, or by 
chance. 



If your goal 
does not 
challenge 
you, it cannot 
change you.



It is not conquering the 
simple and easy that 
pushes us to new 
levels…and it’s certainly 
not overcoming the small 
that inspires greatness in 
others.



BIG   B A N G

BIG   B A N G



BOLD
A FEARLESS, DARING

COURAGEOUS SPIRIT.

NERVES OF STEEL,

MASSIVE SELF 
CONFIDENCE.



AMBITIOUS—a Big BANG requires a 
strong, intense, passionate, and singular 
ambition to achieve a particular goal.

• Starbucks Chairman Howard Schultz has fueled his 
company’s explosive growth with two very ambitious 
Big BANG goals.

• to become the  “third place” (after home and 
work) where people get together or enjoy a break, 

• the top, most-recognized consumer brand in the 
world.



NOBLE—a Big BANG is 
championed by a noble 
cause that inspires and 
challenges people to 
perform at an uncommon 
level.



HOW TO CREATE A BIG BANG…
The Big BANG is an acronym for…
•BOLD
•AMBITIOUS
•NOBLE
•GOALS
Applying the Big BANG formula to your life or career can and WILL 
allow you to create monumental, quantum-leap performance and 
profitability gains (and perhaps even change the world).



FIVE THINGS YOU MUST DO AS YOU TACKLE 2018

Step 1. Identify Your Three Greatest Accomplishments.

Step 2. Analyze What You Learned from Each Accomplishment.

Step 3. Identify Your Biggest Disappointments and How You Let           
Yourself Down.

Step 4. Analyze What You Learned from Each Failure or 
Disappointment.

Step 5: Use This Information to Set Goals and Resolutions for 2018



GROWTH = 
CHANGE



CHANGE = 
LOSS



LOSS = PAIN
LOSS = PAIN



GROWTH = PAIN GROWTH = PAIN 



There is a huge difference between merely having a goal and becoming committed to a 
huge MAGNIFICENT CHALLENGE, one that burns the bridges to any possible comfort 
zone.
In a world filled with unlimited abundance and possibility, where big dreams do come 
true, where you can achieve anything you set your mind to…most people are small 
thinkers, driven by tiny goals, and pint-sized ambitions.
The problem with small thinking is that it ONLY leads to small and insignificant results.

A true Big BANG is clear, compelling and serves as a unifying focal point of fully engaged 
effort—often creating immense team spirit.
A Big BANG engages and energizes people by grasping a larger-than-life ideal worthy of 
achievement. It forces all eyes to look up into the heavens and then energizes those 
individuals to extraordinary action.



The process begins with your ability to answer one question:

 What single, super-sized goal, strategic alliance, or objective must you achieve in 
order to create a Big BANG?

Answer that question. Then take decisive action—laying the groundwork to make that 
ambition a specific, time-bound, and measurable goal—and, finally, implement!


